TECHNOCUT®
PLUS DISPOSABLE
SAFETY SCALPELS

Safety, As Easy as a Click

Technocut® Plus Disposable Safety Scalpels provides you with an easy, practical way to enhance safety. Our Safety Scalpel provides convenience through top activation, audible clicks, clear line of sight, and a non slip handle. The Technocut® Plus Disposable Safety Scalpel will help you achieve your goal of staff safety without compromising user convenience or performance.

Bringing Reliability, Innovation and Value to Healthcare®
Technocut® Plus Disposable Safety Scalpels

The Safety and Performance You Need

- Fully extended blade enables clear line of sight
- Top activation allows for ambidextrous use
- Fully enclosed front enhances blade stability and security
- Audible **clicks** help confirm proper blade position
- Final lock for safe handling and disposal
- Non-slip ergonomic handle with metric scale
- Color coded slider button for easy blade size identification

Highest Quality Standards

- Uses premium GLASSVAN® blades. Computerized grinding and proprietary polishing processes for the blades ensure consistent, clean, sharp cutting edges
- Scalpel blades produced from high quality, high durability Swiss Stainless Steel
- Scalpels manufactured in ISO 13485 certified facilities

A Range of Sizes To Meet Your Needs

- Sizes: 10, 11, 12, 15, and 20 (Sterile). Select sizes also available as Non Sterile.

Technocut® Plus Disposable Safety Scalpel Blade Size Color Chart

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#10</th>
<th>#11</th>
<th>#12</th>
<th>#15</th>
<th>#20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

To inquire about MYCO’s Products or receive complimentary evaluation samples, please contact:

.orders@mycomedical.com

1. Locate slider button with thumb
2. Push slider button all the way forward until you hear a **click**
3. Once fully advanced and locked, it is safe to use your Technocut® Plus Disposable Safety Scalpel
4. After use, pull slider button to completely retract the blade until you hear a **click**
5. Your Technocut® Plus Disposable Safety Scalpel is now in the safety position. To use again, repeat Step 2
6. Once the procedure is complete, pull the slider button back with force until a loud **click** is heard and felt. This is the Final Lock position, preventing further use and enabling safe disposal

To inquire about MYCO’s Products or receive complimentary evaluation samples, please contact:

1.800.454.6926 or 1.919.460.2535
info@mycomedical.com

Bringing Reliability, Innovation and Value to Healthcare®